
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR USE OF PROTECTIVE
BULLETPROOF LAMINATED GLASSES

PRODUCED BY THE LLC MAGISTRAL LTD

1. General recommendations for use

 It is necessary to operate the vehicle with installed bulletproof glasses (glass units) in

the  climatic  conditions  corresponding  to  climatic  design  of  the  bulletproof  glasses
specified in the marking label and data sheet for each product.

 During the cold period of the year while warming the vehicle up one should not direct

hot air from the heater (stove) onto the glass, it can lead to the occurrence of crack in
the zone of the warm airflow. It is recommended to heat the interior up for 20 minutes to
equalize the temperature throughout the bulletproof glass area.

 When  using  do  not  violate  the  speed  mode  requirements  of  the  company  that

performed the armoring of  the vehicle.  Overspeeding may increase  the load on the
windshield and its cracking.

2. Recommendations for bulletproof glasses care

 Wiping  of  the  products  should  be  performed  with  a  soft  cloth  that  is  free  from

scratching inclusions abundantly soaked with detergent or water, then with a dry cloth.

 Limit ingress of the solvents (acetone, ethyl acetate etc.), varnish, nitro and abrasives

onto the rear surface. When you need to work with solvents, it is recommended to
cover the glass surfaces by the protective coating.

 Wash the products with warm water (at room temperature) in a closed heated room

after  holding  the  car  for  2  hours  to  equalize  the  temperature  of  the  glass  and  the
environment and elimination of  sharp temperature drop of  water  and the product in
order to avoid cracking of the glass (thermal shock).

3. Opening and closing of the gun-ports produced by the LLC Magistral Ltd

 To open the gun-ports it is necessary to press the handle, and then by a spring the

gun-port window will  open. The armor plate will  go to the bottom position for 180
degrees and lock in this position due to the spring.

 To close  the gun-port  window you need to turn the gun-port  handle in  the

opposite direction for 180 degrees, and then the locks gun-port armor sheet will be fixed
in the window seat by spring. After closing, pull the handle for a tight fit to the rubber
seal.
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